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This book represents the most up-to-date review of determining factors of maximum climbing
performance. Answers are provided to such critical questions as: What determines strength?
How do we get stronger? How can technique and head game be improved? In addition, the
work provides an in-depth study of structured training as the foundation of overcoming one’s
limits.An indispensable guide for anyone seeking to improve.

A fascinating book, teeming with facts, figures, and anecdotes which even the Swiss don't know.
A journalist, anthropologist and satirist, Diccon Bewes gives us a book that is serious without
being academic and funny without ever falling into caricature.―L'HebdoWe all know that
Switzerland gave us the world of cuckoo clocks, triangular chocolate and penknives, but how
about the Toilet Duck, Velcro and LSD? Europe's landlocked island is a great subject for a
cultural anthropologist and Bewes is a perfect guide.―Financial Times, Book of the YearIt's a
real page turner, a treasure trove. Absolutely jam-packed with fascinating facts that really got me
thinking.―Margaret Oertig-Davidson, author of Beyond ChocolateInformative and
entertaining.―The Mail on SundayEverything you wanted to know about Switzerland, and then
some. Not just a travel book, Swiss Watching is a no-stone-unturned exploration of what makes
(and has made) this enigmatic country tick.―Peter Kerr, author of the Snowball Orange
seriesDiccon Bewes has the Bryson touch, informing and entertaining readers with his
observations, considerable knowledge and love for this little-known country.―LoveReading,
Travel Book of the MonthBewes has an engagingly light and comic touch. The narrative moves
with ease between subjects as diverse as graffiti and recycling, and it's easy to dip in and out
of.―The Sunday Telegraph --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewWe all
know that Switzerland gave us the world of cuckoo clocks, triangular chocolate and penknives,
but how about the Toilet Duck, Velcro and LSD? Europe s landlocked island is a great subject for
a cultural anthropologist and Bewes is a perfect guide.(Financial Times )Bewes has an
engagingly light and comic touch. The narrative moves with ease between subjects as diverse
as graffiti and recycling, and it s easy to dip in and out of.(Sunday Telegraph )"Informative and
Entertaining."--Harry Ritchie, The Mail on Sunday"It's a real page turner, a treasure trove.
Absolutely jam-packed with fascinating facts that really got me thinking." --Margaret Oertig-
Davidson, author of Beyond Chocolate"Everything you wanted to know about Switzerland, and
then some. Not just a travel book, Swiss Watching is a no-stone-unturned exploration of what
makes (and has made) this enigmatic country tick' --Peter Kerr, author of the Snowball Orange
series of five books"A fascinating book, teeming with facts, figures, and anecdotes which even
the Swiss don t know. A journalist, anthropologist and satirist, Diccon Bewes gives us a book
that is serious without being academic and funny without ever falling into caricature." --L Hebdo--



This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDiccon Bewes is a travel
writer. A world trip set him up for a career in travel writing, via the scenic route of bookselling.
After ten years at Lonely Planet and Holiday Which? Magazine, he decamped to Switzerland,
where he managed the Stauffacher English Bookshop in Bern. In addition to grappling with
German, re-learning to cross the road properly, and overcoming his desires to form an orderly
line, he has spent years exploring Switzerland. Following the incredible success of Swiss
Watching he is now a full time writer. See his website at www.dicconbewes.com --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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What drives us to spend hours on the wall, suffering the elements, thrashing our tendons, and
ruining our skin?What’s more, why is it that doing so brings a huge smile to our face and the



ardent belief that it was worth it?For many of us, climbing is not just a hobby but a lifestyle. It is
our window to the world and therefore a filter with which we determine where to vacation, what to
spend our money on, even whether to stay out late or not. How many of us would live radically
different lives if it weren’t for this sport?Many of us carry climbing in our cells, our genes, and in
every part of our body. Some feel that it defines us as people, that it provides an identity, that it
gives us life. If I could never climb again, who would I be? It’s a silly thought because, of course,
we would continue to be ourselves, and yet no doubt the loss would sting.And so why do we do
it? The answer is simple: because it makes us happy. For this reason, neither money, nor cold,
nor pain diminish the profound joy of topping out a route via the most challenging line. The easy
way up, by contrast, offers no comparable sensation.Some claim that climbing is a journey but
they are wrong. It cannot be because that would signify it were a means, that there were some
destination or end, a grade to be ticked, or a final summit.Climbing is no means. It is an end. It is
the only end.A comparison might be drawn to dancing or listening to a song you love. You don’t
do it to reach a certain point on the floor nor to hear the final note. You do it to enjoy every
second of the melody.Climbing, likewise, is musical. And thus it requires no more justification
than the immense pleasure it provides.What’s more, this joy holds a special ingredient absent
from nearly all other sports. It feels the same regardless of whether you are just starting out or
clipping the chains of the hardest route in the world. The intensity is the same and so is the
nuance. The setting may change (sometimes) and yet you don’t need to be Adam Ondra or
Margo Hayes nor do you need to send 9c (5.15d) to enjoy climbing. After all, the process is
internal and involves a struggle against our own limitations, not an external demonstration of our
ability.What do you most remember about a good climbing day? It’s not the effort nor the
sacrifice. Even the sends tend to fade with time. The memories that stick are those of friends,
embraces, and shared laughter.Climbing is a melody that we strain to dance and which we
share with those whom we care about most.Why Do We Train?Many of us see in climbing the
opportunity to travel the world and discover unknown places and cultures. Others see that
chance to meet new people. And others still see the chance to challenge themselves. We climb
for reasons so varied and personal that it would be impossible to list them all. Nonetheless, we
take for granted a common desire to improve. We train to progress, pushing ourselves to be
better and dedicating work and sacrifice because we wish to achieve something
difficult.Difficulty is in the essence of what we do. Happiness sits outside of our comfort zone.
The greatest joys arise from effort invested over months and years. The greater the challenge,
the greater the reward. Because what comes easy isn’t worth it. Because what comes easy
doesn’t spur growth, learning, or self-improvement. This book is designed for climbers of all
levels who wish to train and improve, regardless of grade or experience. The knowledge
provided here relates to the understanding and development of key performance indicators
which apply to anyone interested in the discipline.This work reflects the results (and only the
results) of an exhaustive scientific review undertaken over more than a decade. It serves a
pedagogical rather than comparative purpose and therefore omits references as well as



descriptions of methodology and experimental structure.Inefficient training methods that halt
progress, lead to injury, and provoke frustration are all too common. This book represents an
attempt to nurture the sort of knowledge base required to optimize our abilities.Training is
necessary for improvement; however, it must be done well. This does not mean searching out
magic formulas posted on blogs or articles lacking in scientific rigor. It does not mean imitating
more experienced climbers nor training to failure at the suggestion of some video.The central
idea must be efficiency, improving through the investment of minimum time and energy, which
requires a holistic understanding of what it means to climb. Accordingly, this analysis takes the
following structure:Part 1: Determining Factors of PerformancePart 2: Non-Determining Factors
of PerformancePart 3: Training Determining FactorsPart 4: Searching for Our LimitPart 5:
Climbing’s Big SecretPART ONE: DETERMINING FACTORS OF PERFORMANCEClimbing is
often defined as a strength-based sport, with this being the central focus of those who seek to
progress.This is nonetheless only a partial picture lacking in other elements that are just as if not
more important to performance.Far from being simply strength-based, climbing can be defined
as a sport in which strength, technique, head game, and strategy all come together to achieve
the successful ascent of a boulder or rock face.Upon this simple definition, we can derive those
factors that determine performance in our sport—strength, technique, head game, and strategy
—to which one final and, perhaps, most important element must be added: injury avoidance.
When training is cut short due to injury not only is improvement stalled, but hard-fought gains are
lost. Accordingly, this is the pillar that matters most. For pedagogical purposes, it will be the last
factor analyzed but this does not change its leading role in determining progress and
performance.Knowing the factors, it bears asking in what measure each determines
performance and how they interact to drive progress and increase skill level.To answer these
questions it helps to (1) categorize climbers by level thereby allowing us to (2) identify how the
determining factors of improvement may interact. Finally, (3) we address the big secret to
maximizing performance.1. Categorizing Skill LevelThere is no doubt that every climber has a
unique set of strengths and weaknesses. Nonetheless, we propose a categorization of skill level
based on boulder and sport climbing redpoint grades in order to avoid the sort of endless
relativism that impedes analysis.For the sake of precision, we recommend that you categorize
your skill level according to the highest grade sent outdoors without taking into account attempts
or time required to clip the chains.For indoor climbers (those who climb predominantly in
climbing gyms), your consolidated maximum grade, or that which you consistently send in a few
attempts, is a better point of reference.The reason here owes to the fact that outdoor climbing
grades tend to be more consistent. In climbing gyms, on the other hand, poorly-graded routes
and boulders proliferate thereby giving an inflated sense of skill. This impedes your ability to
make the most of the analyses presented here. The equivalence between sport climbing
and bouldering grades is also worth mentioning. Despite being different disciplines, a
comparison can be drawn between difficulty and physical, technical, and mental demands.For
instance, a climber that has sent 7a (5.11d) should be able to send 6B+ (V4) and vice versa.



Where this is not the case, an analysis of the responsible limiting factors is required.2.
Interaction Between Factors of ImprovementClimbers tend to differ on the importance they
assign to the factors mentioned.Eric Hörst, for instance, believes that strength, technique, and
head game are all equally important, giving each a 33% weight. Oliver Guidi believes that head
game is worth 50%, physical capacities 27%, tactics 15%, and technique just 8%. Opinions here
vary as the number of people asked.The most common mistake where such opinions are
concerned is the tendency to treat all climbers as equal. The issue with generalizing, of course,
is that each person has unique technical, mental, and physical needs.Clearly, the weight carried
by each factor is not the same for a beginner as for a professional with twenty years of
experience. However, it is possible to identify shared needs across certain skill levels and thus
we take the categorization described above as a baseline (which is not to say a good training
plan should not be personalized).The percentage-based analysis that follows does not include
the “injury avoidance” factor as it would be weighted 100% across all skill levels. The diagram
below displays only those factors subject to variation.What influences performance for climbers
of different levels? How determinative is each factor in each case?Far from being just
informative, the goal is that these values inform training plan design. If, for instance, you have ten
hours per week to train, this distribution will help you manage that time appropriately.It is tough
to accept that we have the physical ability to send 8a (5.13b) but that we have not yet even
ticked 7a (5.11d) due to lack of technique or head game.When we hit a plateau or when our
progress fails to meet our expectations, this weighted distribution arrives as a useful point of
reference.What halted progress? Which factor is holding us back?At the intermediate level
technique retains utmost importance while it may be strength or head game that are
determinative for experts or professionals. If we’ve hit a wall, it may be because we’re not
concentrating enough on what we need to improve.Three additional elements are fundamental
to achieving effective performance gains.First, the need for systematic, structured training
depends on skill level.As skill level increases, improvement will require a greater degree of
systematization.Measuring time, intensity, volume, and duration is appropriate for expert or
professional climbers but useless for beginners or intermediates who should focus on
developing technique and head game. At novice levels, strength should come from climbing
itself, without any need for specific routines for which the body is not yet adapted to
bear.Second, the importance of actual climbing in relation to complementary exercises
(hangboarding, campusing, pullups, TRX and ring training, etc) must be underscored.We can’t
forget that all exercises that do not involve climbing are complementary and should never
substitute the real thing. As the term itself suggests, they are secondary, accessory,
additional.The only way to improve in climbing is to climb. No secondary exercise routines make
us better climbers. Complementary work plays an indispensable role in injury prevention (thanks
to the stabilization and strengthening it provides), but it won’t make us climb better. Skill level in
climbing is not measured by performing isometric exercises (hanging from a hangboard) nor
dynamic ones (doing pull-ups). There are plenty of people that can do a one-arm pull-up but



cannot send 7a (5.11d) and others, like Dave Graham, that cannot do a one-arm pull-up but
have ticked 9b (5.15b).Climbing requires specific strength expressed through efficient
movement.The impact complementary work will have on climbing depends on being able to
translate this work to our sport’s specific demands which, once more, is only achieved through
climbing.The percentage of time dedicated to climbing may be increased (many people have
reached elite grades with little complementary work); however, increasing the ratio of secondary
training is a bad idea.Even Adam Ondra suggests that no climber spend less than 70% of their
time climbing. To do so not only shows a lack of understanding of those factors that determine
performance but inevitably leads to stagnation. Simply put, less climbing means we lose time
that could be used on routes, boulders, and traverses that effectively ensure improvement.Third,
it is worth underscoring the numerous factors improved by climbing as compared to those
associated with complementary work.All things not climbing will have a negligible impact on the
development of technical, mental, and strategic abilities related to performance. This yet further
highlights the indispensability of actual climbing in generating improvement.3. The Big Secret to
Maximizing PerformanceMany of us have searched for that magic exercise or routine that alone
will propel us to top grades but, of course, no such routine exists. This is because climbing is the
manifestation of diverse abilities that go beyond the physical.Nonetheless, there is an
explanation for what allows some people to climb at their maximum genetic potential.The big
secret is “INTEGRALITY”.The world’s best climbers are the best because they have achieved an
effective balance between each of the factors that influence performance—and the same
applies to each of us. We can realize our potential only insofar as we achieve balance between
these same factors.Having strong fingers is not enough; having impeccable technique is not
enough; having a rock-solid head game is not enough. Each factor is composed of many
subfactors which, in turn, break down into hundreds more and our success depends upon their
balance. Climbing is profoundly complex and when we understand this we become able to
design a training plan that allows us to realize our potential.Integrality implies finely-tuned
knowledge of the factors that determine skill level; accordingly, we turn to a detailed analysis of
each.FACTOR #1: STRENGTHWhat is it? Strength is the ability to produce movement.When
climbing we battle gravity. This force pulls us back to Earth and the strength our muscles
generate tries to resist and propel (accelerate) our body upward.We owe our understanding of
this ability to Isaac Newton:Force (generated by the strength of our muscles) = Mass x
AccelerationThis means that a body accelerates, or moves, through the application of force. For
our purposes, it helps to look at an alternate expression of this formula:Acceleration (movement)
= Force/MassThis means that acceleration exists in direct proportion to force (more force, more
acceleration) and in inverse proportion to mass (the heavier you are, the slower you move).This
formula can be even further simplified. If mass is constant (if we maintain a healthy, stable
weight), we have:ACCELERATION = FORCEThis implies that the movement (acceleration)
required of climbing, from the standpoint of physics, is exclusively a function of the force we are
able to apply.This explains why force (expressed through muscular strength) is determinative in



our discipline. Strength is what allows us to attain a certain skill level or climb at a particular
grade. Of course, other factors intervene, but from the standpoint of physics, skill level is
determined by strength.As the historic first 8a (5.13b) ascensionist Tony Yaniro once said, “If you
can't do the moves, then there's nothing to endure.”Hence the importance of strength and the
reason we spend more time working on it than on anything else: because it is the key that opens
the door to greater skill.This assumes that we have the mental and technical abilities that
correspond to our physical ones, however. Any imbalance should be resolved by improving the
limiting factor instead of wasting time attempting to compensate with brute force.When we talk
about strength without considering other factors such as speed and time, what we are really
addressing is “MAXIMUM STRENGTH,” defined as the greatest amount of strength that can be
applied through voluntary action.Maximum strength is what allows us to move loads at near
100% and serves as a reference point for measuring our ability to produce movement. It is also
determinative of dependent abilities such as endurance and power, which we will address
later.There are many classes of strength but only that which can be divided into relative and
absolute is of interest in climbing.Absolute strength is the maximum strength that can be
generated without taking body weight into account. Relative strength, on the other hand, does
account for body weight.In climbing, we use strength to lift our bodies which means their weight
impacts its measurement. Suppose that a climber weighing 100kg (220lbs) can lift no more than
their own weight while another weighing 60kg (132lbs) can lift the same 100kg (using a weight
vest, for instance). In each case, the absolute maximum strength is the same but the relative
maximum strength of the second climber is much higher.Up to here we have addressed general
bodily strength but climbing’s specific nature requires understanding the specific muscles it
uses.Musculature Responsible for Strength in ClimbingWhen climbing, we grab holds with our
hands (using 1, 2, or 3 finger pads) and try to ascend by pulling with our arms and pushing with
our feet. The core acts as a link connecting the upper body and the legs and allowing for the
transmission of force between them.These four classes of movement indicate the four muscle
groups that generate strength in climbing.1. GRIPPING MUSCULATUREThese muscles are
used to grip holds with the fingers in order to relieve a portion of the body’s weight while other
muscle groups generate movement.It bears noting that this function is not only achieved by the
structure of the fingers but by the hand and forearm muscles, too. Most important among these
is, perhaps, the flexor digitorum profundus as it acts upon the interphalangeal joints which are
used in open-hand grips.2. PULLING AND LOCK-OFF MUSCULATUREThese muscles allow
for pulling (elevating the chest toward the hands when beginning from a straight-arm hang) as
well as locking-off (maintaining a static body position at any phase of the pulling motion). Both
are performed through movement of the glenohumeral joint (scapula and shoulder) and elbow.3.
COREThe core, nucleus, or center, connects the upper and lower body musculatures and
facilitates the transmission of strength between them. This muscle group holds the body taut
while movement of the extremities drives progress up the wall.It is worth pointing out that the
core is more than the abdominal muscles, meaning that only training abs does not allow for



proper strength transfer to the extremities. The core is composed of three areas: the waist
(abdomen), the pelvis, and the back.4. PUSHING MUSCULATUREThese muscles serve to
support the body’s weight (toe-ins, kneebars, heel hooks, and toe hooks) and generate upward
motion via pushing motions with the heels, knees, and hips.Interaction Between Muscle
GroupsClimbing combines all motor skills and involves all four muscle groups. Accordingly, it is
essential to strengthen each, especially if we aim to be an integral climber capable of success in
all styles.Each type of climbing presents unique demands. Vertical face climbing on small holds
tests grip and leg strength more than pulling, lock-off, and core. Steep, juggy overhangs test
pulling, lock-off, and core more than grip and leg strength.At elite grades—say, routes beyond
8b (5.13d) and boulders beyond 8A (V11)—high demand is placed on all motor skills.Tendons
and LigamentsDespite the importance of muscles, their strength would be null if it weren’t for the
added intervention of connective tissues.First, we have tendons that anchor muscle to bone and
facilitate the transmission of force between them. They are composed of 90% collagen fibers,
9% water, and 1% other elements.Second, we have ligaments that connect the bones,
themselves, reinforce joints, and prevent dislocations by impeding abnormal movement. They
are composed of 25% collagen fibers, 65% water, and 10% other elements.The composition of
these tissues signals the risks associated with dehydration (either due to insufficient water
consumption or to climbing after drinking heavily the day before, among many other reasons).
Dehydrated tendons and ligaments deteriorate and are at greater risk of injury.Add to this the
scarce presence of blood vessels in these tissues (which means they heal slowly) and we
quickly understand how dangerous improper hydration can be.The intensity of supporting a
significant portion of the body’s weight means the tendons and ligaments of the hand are those
most vulnerable to climbing. Pulleys are the part of the ligamentous structures of the
metacarpophalangeal joint most prone to injury.THE IMPORTANCE OF INTEGRAL
STRENGTHThis anatomical analysis demonstrates the complexity of producing upward
movement with our body.Climbing requires the coordinated work of thousands of muscles and
tissues.Producing more strength means strengthening not just some but all of these structures.
While we tend to think that progress rests in repeating a single magical exercise (pullups or lock-
offs, for example), understanding this integrality is the true key to proper training and
improvement in climbing.Imbalances in muscular strength not only make you more injury-prone
but also negatively impact overall strength production.This applies to the muscles that compose
each muscle group (having well-developed biceps but no lats will impede pulling, for instance)
as much as it applies to the interaction between muscle groups (having a strong grip but no core
will allow you to hold on but not move).The conclusion, of course, is that the entire body must be
strong and all muscles, tendons, and ligaments should be trained.In the world of sports, it is
common to talk about agonist muscles (those that perform an action such as the biceps when
bending an arm) and antagonist muscles (those that stabilize the rotational axis around which
an action takes place; the triceps in said bend). Nonetheless, this tendency often results in only
the first being trained.If we grasp that a given action depends on both, we understand that



training antagonist muscles is critical to the efficient production of strength. If, for instance, you
do pull-ups, you should also do push-ups, dips, etc. If you train the muscles that flex your fingers,
you should also train those that extend them. Once again, an imbalance impedes the production
of maximum strength and will eventually lead to injury.WHAT DETERMINES STRENGTH?
Strength understood as the ability to produce movement is determined by muscle fiber
contraction and different types of contraction exist according to the muscle group analyzed.First,
there are isometric or static contractions wherein muscle length does not change. This type of
contraction occurs in the gripping musculature of the hands and forearms as these muscles
neither lengthen nor shorten when applying force. The fingers do not move once placed where
needed. The same is true of the core.Second, there are dynamic contractions (typical of the
pulling and pushing muscles) which occur when the muscle origin and insertion points are
brought closer together (as happens when pulling up) or extend further apart (as happens when
lowering down).This knowledge is essential to training as it explains why, for instance, the
gripping musculature is best trained via isometric exercises (such as hangs on a hangboard)
rather than via campus boarding where reactivity, bumping ability, and to a lesser extent, power
is trained.Returning to the subject of strength production, muscle fibers contract to generate
acceleration. This leads to an important conclusion: the greater number of muscle fibers that
contract and the faster they do so, the more force produced.All muscles are made up of two
types of fibers: slow-twitch fibers (Type 1) and fast-twitch fibers (Type IIa and Type IIb).Slow-
twitch fibers (Type I) generate low levels of force, are thus highly resistant to fatigue, and can
sustain exercise for hours.Fast-twitch fibers (Type IIa and Type IIb) generate high-intensity force
and as a result of their fast contraction, tire quickly.The proportion of each in an athlete
determines whether they have the explosiveness of Usain Bolt or the endurance of marathon
runner Eliud Kipchoge.In climbing, the discipline determines which of these fibers the muscles
use. The hardest move on an 8C (V15) boulder will necessarily require contraction of Type II
fibers while contraction of Type 1 fibers will be needed to perform many easy moves in a
row.The more Type II fibers an athlete has, the better they will be able to generate high-intensity
force. However, a person’s percentage of Type II fibers is genetically determined and impossible
to change.By way of reference, slow-twitch muscle fibers might constitute 50% of one’s total
muscle fiber with fast-twitch muscle fibers making up the remaining 50%.Nonetheless, there are
people that for genetic reasons might have 30% Type I muscle fibers and 70% Type II fibers,
providing a remarkable predisposition toward explosiveness and maximum strength levels.This
explains, in large part, the meteoric progression of climbers like Dave Graham, who five months
after starting sent his first 7c+ (5.13a) and within a year ticked his first 8b+ (5.14a). Likewise, the
Korean Hoseok Lee and the French Camille Coudert stand out, both of whom after just four
years sent 8B (V13) and 8B+ (V14) boulders. Training played an important role, but there is no
doubt that such grades are impossible for the majority of climbers even after a lifetime of
work.Where genetics in climbing is concerned, the only substantial factor is the proportion of
Type II fibers. As we will see further on, other factors such as height or ape index play no



significant role.This said, it is important to underscore that the impact of the Type II fiber genetic
factor is minor except in cases where a climber is either extremely deficient or extremely gifted.
Indeed, this factor will remain nearly imperceptible until a climber has gained years of
experience.
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LUCIA FAJARDO, “One of the best I've read. Brilliant book! Amazing detailed information on
how to become a better climber... technique, mindset, planning, projecting... Definitely useful!”

The book by Diccon Bewes has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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